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About This Game

Playing darts is one of the best ways to spend a great time with your friends. We developed VR Darts Zone to give you that
experience in Virtual Reality. So put your HTC Vive on and visit chill out room in our pub.

The game offers you:

4 game modes (Classic 301, Classic 501, Killer, Round the World),

play against computer or friends (local multiplayer),

up to 4 local players,

3 difficulty levels,

practice mode,

jukebox with option of playing your own music,

detailed, interactive pub environment.
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Title: VR Darts Zone
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
RealityBusters.co
Publisher:
MoreFromIT Sp. z o.o.
Release Date: 15 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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I used to really enjoy playing Patrician 3, so logically bought this game. It's not massively different or updated. The only bug is
that the auto trade option is very limited, and you can't assign your convoy to unload and load in the same auto trade.. Funny
time-killer, reminds me of 2048. Thats probably why it doesn't really matter how little variation it has, it can keep you busy for
a couple hours in total nonetheless. The controls are pretty bad. The music doesn't really fit the game, but is really nice.. Closest
thing I can describe it as in it's current state is an offline clicker that doesn't progress when you don't have the game loaded.

First game I played, I thought I would easily beat it. Lo and behold I ended up insane.

Second time I played I downloaded some mods and four hours later I was a music star stealing from banks, selling weed, and on
my way to graduating with a Degree in Finances only so I can become the Mob Boss of the bank and open up a Narcotic
Trafficking business.

I tried to play as a dog that just received a Degree in Finances to become "The Dog of Wallstreet". Well I soon worked myself
to death trying to get job experience in finances and ended up going insane.

In my latest playthrough I decided to live in Amsterdam as someone who was born behind a dumpster. I have limited language,
smoking, drinking, and shopping habits. Needless to say I have become quiet successful and have just kicked all my addictions
and will soon learn to speak english fluently. I'm on my way towards earning a Degree in Engineering and will become the
Supervisor in the local factory. I drink coffee all day and work out at home. I drive an electric scooter.

[EDIT]

I have since fulfilled my goal and beat the game as a dumpster baby. I ended up owning a highly successful graphics design
business and a catering business. I lived in a penthouse and drove a small car. I dated various women but never got to serious
with any. I owned a butler and was tutored. I learned fluent english and earned a Catering Certificate and a Degree in Art. I was
generating over 2 million in taxable income a year. I had 8 employees and still worked as a Supervisor at the Widget Factory. I
collected comic books and drank coffee at posh restuarants.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Is this game perfect? No

Is it entertaining? Sure is

This game feels like a diamond in the rough. The modding tools are there to create a more flavorful game but the repetitive
nature is still there.

You can definitely boil the game into just clicking. The real shine is finding the purpose to that clicking.. A fun VR game where
you and one other opponent enter into a 1 v 1 deathmatch against each other. You teleport to platforms around the map and each
have 4 unique spells on your wands that you choose in the workshop. This adds a level of stratagy where some spells may
counter others in Unique ways.

The game is all about stratagy and conserving your mana for just the right time. It deserves the upvote.. I bought this but the
DLC is not showing up in my game. Steam says not our issue, contact the game maker.

Took a bit, but all is well again, so I have changed this to a thumbs up. :). Thought I was getting into a game about divination or
astronomy. Instead, I've ended up collecting strands of hair.. So much fun so glad this is on steam played on other sites but this
is the best.
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I think it's awesome and happy they made it. It's very ugly. It may not be a challenging game, but after a bad day at work
disapearing into a maze to randomly wander around can do wanders to relieve the stress and relax the mind.. Smile For Me is a
charming puzzle-adventure game with a fun art-style, creative puzzles, and an enjoyable cast of weird characters. Without
spoiling too much, you wander around the Habitat trying to put a smile on everyone's face by solving their problems in different
ways. You interact with others using the items you've gathered and the nodding mechanic. It's short (maybe 5 or 6 hours for a
first play-through?), but worth the price.. Freakishly adorable kitten simulator.. Didn't get the promised things straight away :\/.
Dosnt even work to install, dont buy it! *the hours is from idlemaster*. Deletes your progression if you logg off and the
progression doesnt last long before you need to wait 1-2 hours for 1 upgrade
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